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CHAPTER I
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING
PAPYRUS BODMER VII AND VIII
An investigation into the transmission of the New
Testament text and the development of the looal texts is a
very engaging task in the field of textual oritleisra. This
field of investigation has shed significant light on the
endeavor to reconstruct the original text of the New Testa
ment. One of the many sources contributing to this frultftil
endeavor is the fact that there have been discovered papyrus
fragments that have carried the New Testament textual tradi
tion back to the early centuries. The text of Papyrus Bodmer
VII and VIII, which will be considered in this present work,
takes us back to the third century In the textual tradition
So then, the findings concerning them will provide some idea
as to the textual tradition in those early days in the local
ity where they were produced.
In keeping with the recent trend in the studies of
New Testament textual criticism, i.e., the search for the
local texts used during the period before the standardized
ecclesiastical text became dominant, the writer's intention
^
Michel Testuz, Papyrus Bodmer VII-IX (Cologny-
Geneve, Switzerland: Bibliotkique Bodmer, 1989), p. 7,
Cf. Appendix, p. 102.
2is to Investigate the textual affinities of Papyrus Bodmer
VII and VIII. The investigation is based upon the text as
published by Michel Testuz, whioh includes photographs of
the first page of the Epistle of Jude and that of the First
Epistle of Peter.
Both Pap3rrus Bodmer VII and VIII are given the offi
cial number p72 in the list of New Testament manuscripts
For the sake of convenience, when both papyri are referred
to together, the designation p72 will be used*
Since p7S is a portion of one codex, the codex as a
whole will be first considered in an introductory manner
from Testuz*s information in order that the nature of the
codex and consequently of P*^^ may be made clear. This will
be done briefly by paying attention only to those materials
that eLre pertinent to the present work. The full discus
sion on the matter appears in the appendix at the end,
which is a translation of General Ijntroduotion and intro
ductory remarks on the Epistle of Jade and two Epistles of
Peter given by Michel Testua,
I. PAPYRUS BODMER VII AND VIII
Contents of the Papyinis . The term "Papyrus Bodmer"
refers to the whole collection of the following writings:
Ibid., pp. 17, 34. Cf . Appendix, pp. 114, 126*
9KatlTity of Mary (Papyrus Bodmer V)} Apooryphal correspond
ence of St. Paul to the Corinthians; Ode of Solomon (11th);
Epistle of JUde; Mellto : Homily on the Passover; Fragment of
a hymn; Apology of Phileas; Psalms 33 and 34; Epistles of
Peter .3 Thus the epistles which are to be investigated,
i.e., the Epistle of JUde and the First and Second Epistles
of Peter, appear along with these diverse works, the former
in the middle and the latter at the end of the codex.
The presence of such diverse works in a single codex
may well give rise to the speculation that the codex was
made for private use rather than for the public. Support
ing this speculation is its small size, about 15.5 cm x
14.2 cm.4
Furthermore, the contents of the codex seem to give
some evidences that it was copied by Coptic scribes in the
region of Thebes. tJse of a Coptic word in margin of II
Peter 2:22 and frequent confusion of sounds k and g,
which is characteristic of the Coptic of Thebes, may be
taken as its indications.^ This matter has a close bearing
upon the textual affinities of P'^^, which will become clear
^Ibid.. p. 9. Cf. Appendix, pp. 104-105.
-^Ibid., pp. 9, 10. Cf. Appendix, p. 107.
^Ibid.. p. 10.
In the eours� of this pr�8ont investigation.
4
Date of the Papyrus . With regard to the date of the
codex, it has been established by means of paleographic
criteria that almost all of its contents were copied in the
third century except the Apology of Phileas and the Psalms
53 and 34 whlcii were transcribed later, probably at the
beginning of the fourth century. Consequently the collec
tion of the diverse works into a single codex must have
taken place in the fourth century.�
Slgnifleanee of the Papyrus . fhe fact that the codex
comprises the Epistle of Jude and the First and Second
Epistles of Peter is highly significant in that this papyrus
is the only existing papyrus witness for these epistles.
With the present papyrus, then, the writings of the Sew
Testament that are not yet attested by papyrus manuscripts
are only the Second and Third Epistles of John and the First
and Second 1^1sties to Timothy ."^
The early date of the codex is also significant, as
it helps to examine the local test, and at the same time
throws some light upon the still obscure history of the
Ibid., p. 9. Cf. Appendix, p. 106.
Ibid. . p. 7. Cf. Appendix, pp. 102-103.
5Biblical canon of those early days,
Thus P'^'S ia a part of this highly significant papyrus
codex, and the finding of its textual affinities has a bear
ing on the text-type of the whole oolleotion in the codex.
II, ICETHOD OF INVESTIGATION
In proceeding to make a study of p'''^, first of all
the variants are obtained by ooRiparison with the Textus
Receptus.^ Then, the witnesses for the variants are col
lected from the textual apparatuses of Bover,^ Merk,'^^
Nestle,^ Souter,^^ Tisohendorf von Soden,^^ with occa-
�Novum Testsonentum Greece {Oxford? Claredon Press,
1901 ) .
^loseph M. Bover, S. I. (ed.), Novi Testam^ti
Biblia Greaoa et Latina ( fourth edition} Isatriti, 1^$9),
^^Augustinus Mark, S� J. (ed*). Novum Teatamentum
(eighth edition; Romae: Sumptibus Pontlficii instituti
Biblici, 1957),
Hd. Sberhard Nestle (ed.). Novum Testamentum Graeoe
(Editio vicesima prima; Stuttgart, l^Sfe ) ,
^Alexander Souter ( ed , ) , Novm Testamentum Graeoe
(Editio Altera; London: Oxford University Press, l9Q6) ,
^^Constantlnus Tisohendorf (ed.). Novum Teatamentum
Graeoe (Vol. II, editio octava oritioa major* 3 vols.;
Lipsiae : Giesecke and Devrlent, 1872).
^%ermann Freiherr von Soden (ed.), pie Sohriften
Pes Neuen Testaments (Gottingens Vandenhoeok and Ruprecht,
6slonal references to the Prolegomena^^ Gregory In Novum
Testamentum Greece edited by Tisohendorf, All manuscripts
ape listed by their Gregory number or letter.
The data gathered from these sources are evaluated
and summarized by following at large the method of Greenlee,
utilized in his investigation of The Gospel Text of Gyril
of Jermalea,^� There is therefore first a table of the
variants of p78 from the Textus Reoeptus with witnesses for
each epistle. Secondly, the data provided by the preceding
table is summarized in a statistical table*
In the tables of the variants of p'''^ from the Textus
Receptus, there are four colums in terms of classifying
witnesses J the first column for the witnesses of the Alex
andrian text-type; the second �n� for those of the Western
text-type; the third one for those of the Byzantine text-
type; and the last one for those that are not classified to
any of the mentioned text-types. Where a variant is without
any known attestation, the symbol -O is
used to indicate that fact.
l^Gaspar Rene Gregory, Prolegomena (Vol, III of
Novum Testamentiam Greece, editio octava critica major, ed,
Constant Inus ^tisohendorf , 3 vols.; Lipsiae; J. C, Hinrlchs,
1890),
"^^J. Harold Greenlee, The Gospel Text of Cyril of
Jerusalem (Vol, XVII of Studies and Documents, ed. Silva
Lake and Carsten H^eg, Copenhagen t EJnar Mxinksgaard, 1955),
pp. 23, 24.
7Ixi detez*ialnlng text-types of witnesses, Greenlee *8
ohart, "Text-Types and Witnesses," Is used.l''' Therefore,
the term Alexandrian text-type Is employed to designate the
group of witnesses Inclusive of XA B C P 048 056 0142
0156, 33 81 104 323 326 424� 1175 1739 2298, bo (sa), and
Ath Cyr-Alex Clem^Alex (Or). The Western text-type includes
E, It Har-Syr mg, and Ir Tert Cyp Aug Eph. The Byzantine Is
ooBiposed of H K L S, 42 398 and most other cursives, Gothic
and later versior^, and later Fathers. The Caesarean text-
type does not appear In the table, as it is not yet deter
mined as to what are its witnesses in reference to the
Catholic Epistles. Thus, some of the witnesses that are
listed in the fourth column may be of the Caesarean text-
type or of the Byzantine text-type, of which determination
will be made as the whole field of the New Testament textual
criticism makes its progress.
In terms of organizing these data, they are arranged
into chapters according to the division in the Papyrus
Bodmer VII and VIII; the former including the Iplstle of
Jiide, and the latter the two Epistles of Peter. Each chap-
^' J. Harold Greenlee, "Text-Types and Witnesses"
(chart given in the class of New Testament Textual Criticism,
Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky, 1960).
8ter, then, la cosiprised of an Introductory remark, table of
variants, statistical table of summary, and conclusion.
CHAPTER II
TEXT OP PAPYRXrS BODMER VII, THE EPISTLE OF JTJDE
Th� Epistle of JUde in the Papyrus Bodmer codex oc
cupies seven pages, from B to H (S-S).*^ Short as it is,
the Epistle presents very interesting materials for textual
criticism: the manner and the style in which it is written
are quite characteristic of its copyist. For its detailed
description, the introduction to the Epistle of Jude in the
appendix should be read.^
Since orthographic peculiarities of the copyist are
outstanding features of the manuscript, and have close bear
ing upon the variants, they will be noted first. The textual
affinities of Papyrus Bodmer VII will then be considered.
I. ORTHOGRAFriTC PECULIARn'IEE OF PAFYRtJS
BGDimR VII
The copyist has his peculiar way of spelling words.
He rather frequently writes ei instead of t: aet&ei,oi,(; for
at&iowQ, and L instead of et; ypafpiv for ypacpetv; e
instead ofat: naXe fomaXat, and at instead of cj eyvnxov
-^-Michel Testuz, Papyrus Bodmer VII- IX (Cologny-
Geneve, Switserland: Bibliot^feque Bodmer, 1959), p. 15.
^Appendix, pp. 110-114,
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Tor aiYUTtTou. At times he writes u instead of ot; u6aoLV
for ot6aatv, and sometimes o) instead of o: a'n:o6 iwpL^ovxeQ
for a7i:o6topi,f;ovTeQ.
Another orthographic peciiliarity is his tendency to
write only one consonant for double consonants : TcpoyeYpa^e-
vot for TtpoYEYPOtiiiievot.
Variants due to these orthographic peculiarities are
in general not attested by any witness, and do not appear
in the chart of variants for the obvious reason that their
presence in the chart does not have any value in deciding
the textual familiarities of p''^^^ except that they indicate
the stype of writing peculiar to the copyist and to the
locality.
II. TEXTUAL AFFINITIES OP PAPYRUS BODMER VII
The tables for Papyrus Bodmer VII show a total of
66 readings which disagree with the Textus Receptus. Thirty-
three readings out of the 66 variants have no Imown attesta
tion, leaving a total of 33 variants to be considered.
The text of Papyrus Bodmer VII has a very close
affinity to the Alexandrian text-type; 26 out of the 33
attested variants have Alexandrian support. Against this
figxire, there are only 5 variants with Byzantine support
(Table 2:2, page 26). The character of the text is further
brought out by Table 2:3, page 26, itiich reveals the fact
IX
that the largest group of attested variants is the group
with the split*Alexandrian support, IS, followed by the
Alexandrian group, which supports 8 variants, the good-Alex-
andrian-and split-Bysantine group, which supports 3 variants,
and the split-Alexandrian-and-split-Byzantine group, ^\ich
supports 2 variants. By the term good�Alexandrian is meant
that it has enough manuscript witnesses to be called defi�
nitely Alexandrian. Therefore, the good-Alexandrian�and-
split Byzantine signifies that it has a group of manuscripts
that will form the clearly Alexandrian text^type, but also
are accompanied by witnesses that are split-Byzantine. There
are no variants supported by either Byzantine or Western
singularly. Also there exist 7 variants that cannot be
classified to either of the text-types due to the lack of
good manuscript witnesses. They are mostly supported by
only a few of the cursives, versions, and patristic writers.
The support by the individual manuscripts (Table 2:4,
page 26) again shows a very strong affinity to the Alexan
drian text-type with B, A, >i and C, in descending order,
providing strongest support. These letters combined to
gether appear 9 times (Table 2j5, page 26), Wlien combina
tions are made among 3 of these manuscripts, X-A-B appears
most frequently, 11 times. Furthermore, when two manuscripts
are combined, A-B appears the most, 15 times. Over against
this attestation from the Alexandrian text-type, we have
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only five ooonrrencee of L, and two oocurranoas of K.
In Tabl� 2:6, page 27, is found a rather interesting
ph�noiBenon: the Bohairie and the Sahldlc, whose text-type is
Alexandrian, occupy third and fourth places respectively,
while the Phlloxenian Syriac and the Harklelan Syriae, whose
text-types are not identified, hold first and second places,
Slore interesting is Table 2:7, page 27, The most frequently
appearing patristic writer is Ephraem Syrus, 12 times, who
belongs to the Westewi text-type. This is rather significant
in view of the fact that Bphraem Syrus is knowi to have used
some form of the Old S3rriac as his text, and the Phlloxenian
Syria� was based on Western manuscripts.^ Second place then
is taken by Theophylact, 7 times, whose text is not identi
fied. In the third place Cyril, who belongs to the iilex-
andrlan text-type, and Lucifer and Dldymus, whose text*types
are not known .
Furthermore, Table 2;8, page 27, shows xmclassif led
witnesses that appear with some regularity. It is seen that
the Phlloxenian Syriac, mes. 1845, 5, 62S, 436, and the
Harklelan Syriac are frequent supports for the variants.
Witnesses that are identified with regard to their text-types
in other parts of the New Testament are worthy of note (Table
�^Henry Clarence Thlessen, Introduction to the lew
Testament (Grand Rapid s , Mi cfcigan : Wra. B, Eerdmans Publishing
Company7^958 ) , pp. 55, 67.
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2!9, page 27): the Armenian, 8 times, is Caesarean in the
Gospels I ms, 1862, 7 times, is Alexandrian in Revelation}
915, 6 times, is Western In the Pauline epistles and Hebrenysf
1611, 6 times, is Alexandrian in Revelation but Western la
Actsj 93, 5 times, is Byzantine in Revelation; and 255, 5
times, is Western in Acts. So then, identification of the
texts of these witnesses with regard to the Catholic epis
tles would further clarify the text of the present epistle.
Prom these considerations, it seems that, as far as
the attested variants are concerned, they have strong affi
nities to the Alexandrian text-type. Bowever, it should be
noted that 7 out of the attested variants cannot be identi
fied, and that there exist a great number of unclassified
witnesses. Therefore, it may be concluded that the text of
Papyrus Bodmer VII has a strong affinity to the Alexandrian
text-type, where the variants are attested, with independ^mt
variants that are peculiar to Its copyist and locality.
TABLES FOR
PAFXRUS BODHER VII
1.
CHART OP PAPIHUS BODJUR YII�S
VARIANTS FROM THE TEXTUS RECEPTUS
(THE EPISTLE OF JUDE)
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1. Total Variants 66
Singular Variants 33
Corrected Total 33
2. Total Support by Texts
With Alexandrian support 26
With Byzantine support 5
3. Text Combinations
Alexandrian 8
Split Alexandrian 13
(Jood Alex, and Split Byss. 3
Split Alex, and Split Byz. 2
Byzantine 0
Western 0
None of thera 7
4. Support by Manuscripts
B 21
A 17
-)C 16
C 13
1845 12
5, 623 11
436 10
323, 1837 8
33, 322, 441, 1852, 2298 7
�, 6, 88, 650, 915, 1611 6
L, 93, 256, 326, 424�, 927 5
431 4
5. Manuscript Combinations
XABC 9
%AB 11
XAC 10
ABC 9
IC^Z 9
AB 15
Xk 12
XB 11
BC 11
AC 10
XC 10
27
6. Support by Versions
syPh 14
sy^ 10
bo 9
sa, arm 6
vg 7
eth 4
7, Support by Patristic Writers
Bph 12
Thphyl 7
Cyr, Loif , Did 4
8. Support by Unclassified Witnesses
oy^ 14
1845 12
5, 623 ^ 11
436, sy^ 10
1837, arm 8
322, 441, 1852, vg, Thphyl 7
6, 88, 630, 915, 1611 6
93, 255, 927 5
431, eth, Loif , Did 4
9. Unclassified Witnesses whose Text-types Are
Known in Other Parts of the Mew Testaisent
Alexandrian In Revelation 1611, 1852
western in Acts 255, 1611
Western in Pauline Ifpp., Heb* 915
Caesarean in Ooapels arm
Byzantine in Revelation 93
CHAPTER III
TEXT OP PAPYRUS BODMER VIII, THE EPISTLES OP PETER
Th� Plrat ar^ Second Epistles of Peter are the last
works copied in the Papyrus Bodmer codex. They occupy pages
A to AS (1-36), which are the thi3*d series of numerals in
the codex.1
Since both Papyrus Bodmer VII and VIII are copied by
the same person, copyist B, the latter shows the same pecu
liarities of transcription as the former. However, these
peculiarities are more conspicuous in the two Epistles of
Peter, and also there are additional materials that are of
importance In identifying the text of the codex.^ So then,
only the orthographic peoiiliaritles of the copyist that did
not appear in the Epistle of Jude will be noticed here.
I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PECULIARITIES OP PAPYRUS BODMER VIII
In addition to the orthographic peculiarities of
Papyrus Bodmer VII, Papyrus Bodmor VIII presents peculiar
ities that reveal to a greater extent the copyist's oharac-
�*"Michel Testuz, Papyrus Bodmer VII-IX COologny-
Geneve, Switzerland! Biblloth^que Bodmer, 1959), p* 29,
Cf. Appendix, p. 116.
%'or the details of the characteristic features of
Papyrus Bodmer VIII, the appendix, pp, 115-126, should be
read.
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terlstios* He writes C in place of 6 s avbaC^eiq instead
of au0a6eLQ, m the same word, it is also seen that 6
replaces 6. Furthermore, C is used for a as in yoYW^M-ou
instead of yoyyva\LOV.^
The copyist's characteristic pronunciation seems to
be responsible for soim orthographic peoallarlties . He does
not assimilate v before at cnjvaxT)^iaTt^;oti�voi, nor does he
assimilate v before k as in auvrtaOetQ instead of ov\iTiadeic,,
It is interesting to note that n disappears in |i of the
word aTtpOOWTtoXT^^TCOQ.
Another peculiarity is that of the copyist's seeming
difficiilty in transcribing y before a guttural. He writes
H or V before h as in aveveHHai instead of avEveynai, and in
evKOiiPoKJaaOe. Also before y and x transcribes y sound
with v; E^avyeiXriTE and euOTtXavxvoi.-^
Moreover, the copyist has difficulty In differentia
ting between the sounds k and g . He writes aveyXaXTiTw
Instead of avexXaX-nTa), and the word enkEHioq is written In
three different ways: EHXexTObQ, eyXeKT0v,and EKyXeKTOv.
This difficulty is further seen by the presence of words
with a mistaken h which is marked with a dot to correct it.
�^Textuz, 22,. Clt., p. 32. Cf. Appendix, pp. 120-121.
^Ibid. Cf. Appendix, p. 121*
^Ibid.
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and followed by ys euXoHyouvTec;* Hyvcootv, bienyeipiv. This
confusion is also evident in the word, oivocppuHeiaiQ; h is
put in the place of y, and p is used instead of X. The
correct spelling should be oivo9XuYtatQ.
These orthographic peculiarities are not witliout
significance in identifying the locality of the origin of
P*''2, xn this respect R. Kasser, a specialist who deals with
the Coptic manuscripts of the Bodmer Library, gives invalu*
able information. In his letter to Michel Testuz, he states
as follows:
It is a Coptic characteristic to confuse the sounds
G and K, also the H*s and the L's* But this phenomenon
is very localized, and it is found only among the
scribes of the region of Thebes.^
Because of this Coptic characteristic in Thebes, the
copyist writes m's, and has to make an effort for the exact
orthography of y.
This Coptic identity of from the orthographic
viewpoint has close be�u?ing upon the consideration of the
textual affinities of this papyrus as in the following
section.
6 Ibid. Cf . Appendix, pp. 121-122.
"^Ibid. Cf . Appendix, p. 122
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II. TEJmAL AFFINITIES OP PAPYRUS BODIAER VIII
The Papyrus Bodmer VIII consists of the two epistles
of Peter, each of ifclcjh has a considerable niimber of manu
script witnesses for the variants, especially I Peter. To
treat this part of P'^^ satisfactorily and with more exactness,
then, demands naturally that it be divided into two parts
according to the individual epistle.
The First Epistle of Peter. The tables for the text
of Papyinis Bodmer VIII respecting I Peter show a total of
187 readings that oppose the Textus Receptus. Sixty-one of
these are without any known attestation, thus leaving 126
variants to be considered. Here It Is to be noted that In
the Epistle of ^de the singular variants constitute just
about half of the total variants, while in the present
epistle they constitute one third of the total variants.
As in the case of Jude, the present epistle has a
strong affinity to the Alexandrian texts 84 of the 126 at
tested variants have Alexandrian support. On the other hand,
only 26 variants have Byzantine support (Table 2:2, page 73).
Table 2s3, page 73, gives further light on this Alexandrian
affinity of the variants: the largest single group of
variants is the group with split-Alexandrian support,
followed by th� Alexandrian group, the good-Alexandrian-
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and-apllt-Byzantlne group, the spllt-Alexandrlan-and-split-
Byzantine group, and the split-Byzantine group respectively.
It is more than a mere coincidence that the order in which
these groups appear is the same as in JUde.
Another illustration of this rather strong Alexan
drian affinity of the text is to be found in Table 2:4, page
73, ifcich reveals that B is the most frequently appearing
witness, with A in the second place, X in the thli�d place,
and C in the fourth place, while K and L of the Byzantine
witnesses are found in fifteenth place. Again this part of
the table runs parallel with Table 2:4 of JUde.
Purthermore, eoi^inatlons of the manuscript witnesses
also indieate the Alexandrian character of the variants of
the text (Table 2:5, page 74). When 4 different manuscripts
are ccanbined, >f-A-B-C occurs moBt frequently. When 3 of
the manuscript witnesses are combined, X-A-B appeeufs the
most. In the case of coBA>ining 2 manuscripts, A-B rates at
the top, and then K-L comes at the bottom. Interestingly
the table still keeps the consistent parallel with that of
Jude even at this point.
The text of the First Epistle of Peter has a very
close relation to the Vulgate and the Armenian, which occupy
the first and the second places respectively in Table 2:6,
page 74, and which are not of the Alexandrian text-type
witnesses. This presents a curious contrast with that of
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Jud� in whioh the Philoxenian Syriac appears at the top of
the list, followed by the Earkleian Syriao� m the present
epistle the Harklelan Syriac occurs in third place, and the
Philoxenian Syriac does not contain the present epistle*
Instead the Peshitta Syriac takes its place and appears In
sixth place in the list. Tvo witnesses of the Alexandrian
text-type, the Bohairie and the Sahldlc, are in fourth and
seventh places respectively, while in Jude they are in third
and fourth places* There are two versions that newly appear
in the list: ono is the Ethlopio, and another is the Old
Latin, the latter of which is of the Western text-type.
Witnesses anong the patristic writers (Table 2:7,
page 74) show more or less Alexandrian character, as Clement
and Cyril hold first and second places. It is interesting
to note that Ephraem, which is of the Westera text-type,
holds the first place in Jude, but is not cited at all In
this epistle, ij^ile Augustine and Origen of the Western text-
type appear in third place. Theophylact, whose text-type
is not known, holds the first place with Clement in the
present epistle, but holds second place in Jude.
Table 2:8, page 74, shows consistency in which un
classified witnesses appear. It is noteworthy that the
Vulgate occurs more frequently than C, and the Armenian has
the same frequency as G. After these two versions follow
witnesses with significaiit regularity: mss. 429 , 623 , 5,
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th� Sarklalan Syriao, S06, 614, 436, the Ethlopio, 69, gl8,
322, 1518, the Pashltta Syriac, Theophylact, 441, and 915 �
Sljcteen out of twenty-five unclassified witnesses in
Jude are found among those in I Peter j the Vulgate, the
Armenian, mss. 623, 5, the H�u?klelan Syriac, 436, the
Ethlopio, 322, Theophylact, 441, 916, 255, 1862, 88, 1845,
and Dldymus. These, then, constitute important unclassified
witnesses for both Jude and I Peter.
Furthermore, a ninaber of these witnesses are identi
fied as to their text-types in other parts of the Uew Testa-
n�nt (Table 2:9, page 76). Presence of the Armenian with
its high frequency and of 69 is rather significant. Both of
them are Caesarean in the Gospels; the latter is a mentber of
Family 13, known as the Perrar group, which is Caesarean as
a family. There are 5 witnesses that belong to the Western
text in Acts, i.e., 614, 1518, 255, 440, and 913. Four
witnesses are Western in the Pauline epistles and Hebrews i
915, 88, 917, and 181. The Byzantine text-type in Revelation
claims 2 witnesses, 429 and 808. Out of these witnesses the
Armenian, 255, 915, and 88 are common to both Jude and I
Peter .
So then, it may be concluded regarding the unclassi
fied witnesses that, though ntimerous as they are, they have
frequency and regularity that are significant.
Tims, the general character of the text of the pres-
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�nt epiatl� la vary muoh Ilk� that of JUdo, In that it mani
fest� a clos� affinity to th� Alexandrian text-type In its
attested variants. In this oonneotlon, it also has to be
�onsldered that 31 variants out of the corrected total of
126 cannot be classified to either of th� text-types due to
the lack of the definitive witnesses. These 31 variants to
gether with 61 singular variants form Just about half of the
nuafljer of the total variants. Therefore, it may be suggested
that the ha3Jr of the total variants are more or less charac
teristic of the copyist and probably of the existing local
peculiarities and coi*rupticaas in the course of the trans
mission of the te:ict.
Th� Second Epistle of Peter . Tables 3 and 4, pages
76-90, reveal a textual affinity of the text of II Peter.
There are 103 variants of the Papyrus Bodmer VIII against
the Textus Receptus, out of wMch 36 are singular variants,
thus leaving 67 variants to be considered. While th� singu
lar variants constitute about half of the total variants In
Jiide and one third In I Peter, they constitute a little over
one third in the present epistle (Table 4:1, page 92).
Like Jude and I Peter, th� present epistle also shows
a close affinity to the Alexandrian text-type: 54 oat of
th� 67 attested variants have Alexandrian support, while
only IS variants show Byzantine support (Table 4:2, page 92).
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Bvldonees that are given in the Table 4s3, page 92, bring
out in a more detailed manner the Alexandrian affinity of
the variants: the split -Alexandrian type leads as the largest
single group of variants, followed by the Alexandrian group,
the good-Alexandrian�-and-split-Byzantine group, the split-
Alexandrian-and-spllt-Byzantlne group, and the split-Byzan-
tlne group respectively in the descending order. It is
notewox*thy that the o3?der in which these groups appear is
the same through the three epistles under consideration ex
cept the last group, the split-Byzantine, #iioh does not
occur in Jiide*
Table 4:4, page 92, also shows the Alexandrian charac
teristics of the variants. It reveals the fact that B is
again the most frequently appearing manuscript witness,
followed by X 0, P, and A, while K and L are found in
eleventh and thirteenth places. Though both JUde and I
Peter run parallel in terms of the order of B, A,'>^ and C,
it breaks down in the present epistle, as A drops to fifth
place and P rises to fourth place. P, incidentally, does
not appear at all in Jude, and occurs in fifteenth place in
I Peter.
Combinations of the manuscript witnesses, too, reveal
the close affinity of the text to the Alexandrian type
(Table 4:5, page 92). Wcien combinations are made among 4
of th� manuscripts, %-A-B-O and ;^-B-C-P appear most fr�-
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quently. This is an Interesting contrast to that of I Peter,
where x-a-B-C leads other combinations so decisively with
its 23 occurrences, nftiile it does not manifest such a deci
sive character here, When 3 of the raanusci'ipt witnesses are
combined, X-A-B and B-O-P occur more than any other com
binations. Thus, again >i-A-B does not lead other oosibina-
tions so distinctly as in the preceding epistle. Furthermore,
when two manuscript witnesses are combined, X-B is placed
at the top of th� list, whereas A-B occupies the first place
in both Jtide and I Peter. At the bottom of the list is K-L
with only 5 occurrences; in Jude it appears only twic� and
in th� I Peter 14 times. Therefore, this part of the Table
manifests some differences from that of th� preceding two
�pistlss .
Th� t�xt of II Peter is somewhat closer to the
Sahidic and the Vulgate than to any other v�rslon8, followed
by th� Armenian and the Harkleian Syrian (Table 4:6, page 93)*
And the Bohairie takes third place. Prom the support by the
versions, then, the Alexandrian affinity of th� variants
cannot b� argued definitively, biat both the Sahidic and th�
Bohairie occupy significant places. The return of the
philoxenian Syriac is noted hero in th� list, occurring in
fourth place, contains only those portions of the Hew Testa-
Bient that are not In the Feshltta Syriac, via., II and III
mJbha, II Peter, JUde, and the Apocalypse.� Althou^ the
order in whioh the different versions appear differs from
one epistle to another, seven versions form th� substantial
part of the list in all three epistles: th� Vulgate, the
Armenian, the Bohairie, th� Caliidic, the Harklelan Syriac,
th� Philoxenian Syriac (replaced by th� Peshitta Fyrlao in
I Peter) and tl^ Bthloplc.
The stqpport by the patristic writers shows Theophy
lact at th� top of the list, whose text-type is not known.
He occurs in second place in Jude and in the first place in
I Peter. So he is the most consistent patriotic witness of
p'72, Cyril is another consistent patristic witness, whose
text is Alexandrian. He holds third place in JUde, second
place in I Peter, and fourth place in II Peter, Dldymus
occurs in all three epistles, but is always at the bottom
of the list. Ephraem and Augustine of the Western text-typ�
occiir twic� in the three epistles: th� former is at the top
in Jude and at the bottom in II Peter, while the latter is
in third plac� in both I and II Peter.
Thus, Tables 4 {6 and 4:7, page 93, do not manifest
any d�finitlv� textual affinity of II Peter, while th� manu
script evidences in Table 4:2, 3, 4, and 5, page 92, favor
"Henry Clarence Thlessen, mtroduotlon to th� Hew
Testament (Grand Rapids, Michigan: to. B. Eerdmans Publish
ing dos^'any, 1958), p. 56.
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the Alexandrian text-type Jnet as in Jade and In I Peter.
Table 4:8, page 93, showt unclassified witnesses that
are significant in II Peter. Just as in I Peter, the Vulgate
Is at the top of the list, followed by the Armenian. The
only difference is that this time the Armenian is accompanied
by the Harkleian Syriac. Over against this characteristic,
both the Vulgate and the Armenian appear in th� middle of
the list in JUde, Third place is held by ms. 206, which Is
in sixth place In I Peter, but does not appear in th� list
in Jtui�. Mss. 5, 441, and the Philoxenian Syriac take fourth
plac�: 5 is in fifth plac� In I Peter, while it is in third
place in JUde; 441 appears in eleventh place in I Peter and
sixth place in Jude; the Phlloxenian Syriac does not occur
in I Peter but occurs at the top of the list in Jude. In
fifth place are 614 and 623: th� former holds sixth place
in I P�t�r, but do�s not appear In Jude; th� latter is ia
fourth place in I Pet�r and in third plac� in Jude.
Som� of th�se unclassified witnesses �xc�ed in fre
quency the cursive manuscripts of the Alexandrian text-types
the Vulgate, the Armenian, and th� Harkleian Syriac occur
more frequently than 33, which has the highest fr�qu�noy
among th� Al�xandrlan cuj?slve manuscripts, in II Peter, and
206 is as regular as 33; in I Peter, the Vulgate, th� Armen
ian, 429, 623, 5, th� Harkleian Syriac, 206, and 614 lead
over 33, and 426 is equal with 33; in J\id�, a alight change
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happens as 323 has the highest frequency among the Alexand
rian cwsive witnesses, but it is exceeded by th� Philoxenian
Syriac, 1845, 5, 623, 436, and the Harkleian Syriac, and
1837 appears as often as 323.
Moreover, in Tabl� 4:9, page 93, are unclassified
witnesses timt are identified with regard to their tezt-types.
The Armenian, which has th� second highest frequency among
the imclaasified witnesses, appears again with ms. 69.
Occurrence of these two Caesarean witnesses of th� Gospels
is significant as they are consistent in supporting the
Papyrus Bodmer VIII. The Armenian appears also in Jude,
whil� 69 do�s not, Th� Alexandria text-type in Revelation
claims two witnesses, 1611 and 1852. The former does not
occur in I Peter; the latter is a better witness than the
former in that it has high�r frequency and more consistency
in occurring in th� three epistles. There are five witness
es in the ?i'estem text-type in Acts: mss* 255, 614, 1518,
1611, and 2158. Ms. 255 does not hav� high frequency, but
occurs in all thrse �pistl�s. Mss, ^4 and 1518 ar� cocimon
to I and II Peter, whil� 1611 is common to JUd� and II Peter -
Ms. 614 has a noteworthy frequency in I and II Peter.
181 is th� only witness in the Western text-type in th�
Pauline epistles Bn& Hebrews* It is low in frequency and
does not appear in Jude. Mss. 429 and SOS, which belong to
th� Byzantine text-type In Revelation, occur again just as
in I Peter, The former has rather significant frequency
in I and II Peter. They do not appear in Jude. Thus a total
of 12 unclassified witnesses are identified with regard to
their text-types in other parts of the New Testament; I
Peter has a total of 14 and JUde has a total of 7.
Mien the unclassified witnesses are compared with
those of I Peter, 24 of them are seen to be common. Th�fy
are the Vulgate, the Armenian, the Harkleian Syria�, mss.
206, 5, 441, 614, 623, 322, 1852, 69, 429, the Ithiopl�,
Theophylact, 467, 181, 255, 436, 808, 1518, 642, 1827,
Oeoumenius, and Dldywia, Between Jude and II Peter, there
are 16 unclassified wltn�ss�s coitanon to both of them�it is
int�r�sting to not� that there ar� also 16 unclasslf i�d
wltn�8s�s common to Jud� and I P�t�r� They ar� th� Vulgate,
tlM Armenian, the Harklelan Syriac, mss. 5, 441, the Phll
oxenian Syriae, 623, 322, 1852, the Ethlopio, Theophylact,
255, 431, 436, 1611, and Dldymus, When all three epistles
are compared, 13 unclassified witnesses are found to be
occurring in them: the Vulgate, th� Armenian, the Harkleian
Syriac, 5, 441, 623, 322, 1852, the Ethlopio, Theophylact,
255, 436, and Dldymus, These witnesses, then, form a sig
nificant group of witnesses for P'^S in terms of their hl^
frequency and consistency of occuinpenc�. It is to b� fur
ther noted that the Phlloxenian Syriac Is a frequent and
consistent witness for JUde and II Peter. Since It doe�
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not contain I Peter as It Is mentioned before, the Peshitta
Syriac appears there. Therefore, these two also should be
added to the significant group of unclassified witnesses.
Thus It Is clear that the unclassified witnesses
occur by no means at random. Clarification of these witness
es as to their text-types will help further In the endeavor
to clarify the text of p72. Besides, the presence of the
Armenian, which Is one of the most frequent and consistent
unclassified witnesses, accompanied by ms. 69, which Is
also frequent and consistent In th� Papyrus Bodmer VIII, Is
significant as they are Caesarean in the Gospels, as has
already b��n observsd.
Furth�rmor�, from th� chart of th� variants for th�
pr�s�nt �pistl�, it is ssen that the frequency in which a
shorter text than the Textus Receptus occurs is rather
noticeable, numbering 20 against 8 instanoss of a t�xt
long�r than th� T�xtus R�c�ptus. This corresponds to th�
pr�c�ding two �pistl�s, as a shortsr t�xt than th� Toxtua
Receptus occurs over twice as often as a longer text: in
Jude, the ratio is 24 to 9; in I Peter, the ratio is 63 to
26. Therefore, in general, has a shorter reading than
Textus Reoeptus, which is consistent with its Alexandrian
leaning*
As a conclusion, then, it is clear that, where the
variants ar� att�sted by d�finltlve manuscript witnesses.
the Alexandrian affinity of tJie text la predominant. The
shorter reading of the text Is also consistent with an
Alexandrian affinity* However, It should be noted that 9
out of the attested variants cannot be classified in any of
the text-types or text combinations due to the fact that
they lack classified witnesses. These 9 variants with 36
singular variants constitute 43.7jJ of the total vea*iants.
This again shows the existence of a large number of variants
that are characteristic of the copyist, as in JiUde and I
Peter. Thus, the present epistle Is very similar to the
preceding two epistles in textual characteristics.
In addition to these concluding observations, it is
worthifeile to note again that the origin of P^S is assigned
by Kasser to the region of Thebes,^ the home of the Sahldlc
version.^� Kenyon observes that th� readings of the Sahidic
are rough and erratic, since it was written in the early
days whan such lic�ns� was taken with the text.H This
roughness of the style, which nearly always characterizes
the Coptic manuscripts, is due to the fact that th�y were
not usually written by scribes of the first class, as the
^'Testuz, o�. clt., p. 32. Of. Appendix, pp. 122-123.
l^rederio G. Kenyon, Handbook to the Textual Crit
icism of the H�w Testament (Grand ftapiS?, kiehiganj %n. fe.
Eerdmans Publishing Gon^any, 1912), p* 180.
^-^Ibid.. p, 192.
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Coptic never attained the position of a literary and fashion
able language.^2
Thus, it seems that Kasser ts observation and Kenyon *s
description of the Sahidic characteristics hav� some common
elements. This might account for a significant place which
the Sahidic holds in the list for the support by versions
in the three epistles : the Sahidic in the main is of the
Alexandrian reading. At any rate, on� thing is certain about
T*^^, i.e., it has clear Coptic characteristics.
12Ibid., p. 188.
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SUMMARY OF PAFYRITS BODMM VIII'S
VARIAHTS FROM fHE fFXMS REGEPfTJS
CTBE FUST EPISfLE OP PE5'FH)
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!� Total Variants 187
Singular Variants 61
Gorreet�d Total 126
2, Total Support by Texts
With Alexandrian Support 84
With Byzantine Support 86
5, Text Combinations
Alexandrian 54
Split Alexandrian 35
Good Alex, and Split Byz. 19
Split Alex, and Split Bya, 4
Split Bysantine 3
Byzantine 0
Western 0
None of them 31
4. Support by Manuscripts
B 72
A 66
X 65
G 42
429 40
623 38
5 37
206, 614 36
33, 436 35
323 34
1739 88
69, 218, 2298 23
322, 1518 22
441, 915 21
K, L 20
P, 255, 1852 19
88 17
642 16
440, 808 15
1765 14
Y� 484<� 13
467, 917, 1846 12
104, 1768, 1827 11
181, 216, 307, 1838 10
913 9
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5� Manuscripts Oosablnatlons
XABGPKL 7
XABCPL 8
XABCPK 7
XABGP 0
XABC 23
XABP 12
ABCP 11
XACP 9
XBCP 9
XAB 43
ABG 31
7^BG 26
XAG 24
AB 56
>1B 52
XA 48
BG 37
AC 33
"XG 30
KX 14
6, Support by Versions
vg 52
arm 42
sy� 37
bo 28
eth 25
syP 22
sa 9
it B
7, Support by Patristic Writers
Thphyl, Gl 22
Dam, Cyr 15
Aug, or 12
Oec, Did 10
8. Support by Unclassified Witnesses
Tg 58
arm 42
429 40
623 38
5, Bj^ 37
206, 614 36
436 35
eth 25
69, 218 23
322, 1518, �yP, Thphyl 22
441, 915 21
255, 1862 19
88
642 16
440, 808, Dam 15
1766 14
467, 917, 1846 12
1758, 1827 11
181, 216, 307, 1838, Ooo, Did 10
913 9
Unclassified Witnesses whose Text-types Are
Knovn in Other Farts of the Hew Testament
Alexandrian in Revelation 1852
Western in Acts 255, 440, 614, 913, 1518
Western in Pauline Epp., Heb,
88, 181, 915, 917
Caesarean in Gospels 69, arm
Byzantine in Revelation 429, 808
3,
CHART OF PAPSBUS BODBSES VIII�S
VARIAHTS FROM THE TEXTITS RECEPTUS
(THE SECOHD EPISTLE OP PITM)
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SUISJMARY OP PAFXRUS BODI�!ER VIII�S
VARIAWPS PROM fHE TEXTUS REOEPfUS
(ITHE SECOND EPISTLE OP PETER)
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1* Total Variants 103
SlngTilar Variants 36
Corrected Total 67
8, Total Support by Terba
With Alexandrian Support 54
With Byaantine Support 13
5� Text Coaibinationa
Alexandrian 17
Split Alexandrian 28
GJood Alex, and Split Byz. 9
Split Alex, and Split Byz. 3
Split Byzantine 1
Byzantine 0
Western 0
None of them 9
4, Support by Manusoripts
B 44
X 34
C 2B
P 25
A 22
33, 206 15
5, 441 14
614, 623 13
522, 1862 12
K, 69, 323, 429, 1175 11
522 10
^, 467, 8298 0
L, lei, 255, 1739 8
104, 424�, 431, 436, SOB, 1611 7
81, 1518 6
103, 312, 642, 1827, 1873, 2138 5
5. Manuseript Co2]�>inations
�XABCPKL 4
XABGPK S
XABCP B
XABC 10
XBCP 10
XABP 9
XACP 9
ABCP 9
XAB 15
BCP 16
XBC 13
'^^AC 12
ABC 11
XCP 11
93
XB 24
BO ^2
Xk ^�
AB 17
AC 13
KL S
6. Support by Versions
sa, vg 18
ana, sy** 17
bo IS
syHi 14
�th 11
7. Support by Patristio Writers
Thphyl 11
Hler 7
Aug 6
Cyr, Ps-Chr 4
Oeo, Did, Eph, Bed, Promiis 3
8. Sapx>ort by Unclassified Witnesses
vs 18
206 15
5, 441, syJ^ 14
614, 525 13
322, 1852 IS
69, 429, eth, Thphyl H
522 10
467 ^
181, 255 8
431, 436 , 808, 1611, Hier 7
1518 �
103, 312, 642, 1827, 1873, 2158 6
Ps-^Chr f
Oec, Did, Bed, Froalss 3
9. Unclassified Witnesses whose T�xt*types Are
Known In Other Parts of the Hew Testament
Alexandrian in Revelation 1611, 1852
Western in Acts 256, 614, 1618, 1611, 2138
Western in Pauline �pp�, Heb. 181
Caesarean in Gtospels ^9, arm
%aantine in Revelation 429 , 808
CHAPTER IV
GENERAL CONCLUSIOHS kW StTMMARY
In addition to the concluaione whioh have been stated
tov the individual epistles, some general deductions are in
order, it has already been stated that the textual affinity
of the epistles cannot be fully decided, due to the presence
of a proportionately great number of singular variants and
variants that lack witnesses whose text-type is known.
Further research on the other parts of the Papyrus Bodmer
series may shed more light on this investigation � The pres
ent investigation would also receive some help if the text
ual affinities of additional versions and patristic writers
could be defined, especially of the Vulgate, the Ax^oienian,
the Philoxenian Syriac , the Harklelan Syriac , and Theophy
lact which appear significantly in the epistle under consid
eration �
As a general conclusion, then, no definitive state
ment is possible regarding the textual affinities of P*^^,
except the fact that the Alexandrian text-type is predom
inant an^ng the variants that are attested, and that the
shorter reading of the text is also consistent with its
Alexandrian leaning. Along with this, the conclusion
arrived at by Testuz from the orthography of the copyist
should be noted | that is to say, that the copyist is Coptic.
05
The presence of the great nimber of the singular variants
raay be due more or less to the Coptic origin of the manu
script.!
The following are some general findings concerning
the text of p'''^} these findings are also listed in the
sucaaary table in a brief manner.
1. The presence of the great number of singular
variants as noted in each epistle is one of the outstanding
characteristics of p'^^. they constitute 50^^ of the total
variants in Jude, 33.85^ in 1 Peter, and 34.9^ in II Peter.
2, Variants of p'^^ whioh are attested by manuscripts
whose text-type is known are predominantly of the Alexan
drian text-type.
3, The attested variants In each of the three
epistles have a closer relationship to B than to any other
HBmuscript. A study of the detailed evidence in each epis
tle shows that B leads the following manuscript, either X
or A, by a decisive number.
4. The testimonies to the text of P*^^ which are
given by versions are soBWwhat perplexing. If the Alex
andrian character that was brought into light by the manu
script evidences were to follow consistently, the Bohairie
iMiohel Testuz, Papyrus Bodmer VII-IX (Colo^y-
Gendve, Switzerland: BlfellothSqu� Bodmer, 1959 ) , p. 33.
Cf . Appendix, pp. 123-124,
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and the Sahidlo would be eapeoted to appear at the top of
the list. Instead, the Harkleian Syriac, the Armenian, and
the Vulgate appear with more consistency in two of th� epis
tles than those of the two top versions in the list, while
the Philoxenian Syria� and the Sahidic are prominent in one
of the epistles.
5, The testimony of the patristic writers Is not
definitive, although this Is not surprising. Theophylact,
^fiiose text-type is not known, is the most consistent witness
to p'^2, appearing prominently in all three epistles.
5. The chart in lines 6 and 7 indicates that in
general the text of has a shorter reading than Textus
Receptus J in all three epistles there are over twice as
many shorter readings as longer readings. This supports
the testimony by the manuscript evidences for the Alexandrian
character of the attested variants of p^.
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TABLE FOR
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING P
72
Papyrus
Bodiner VII
1. Total Variants
JUde
66
Papyrus Bodmer VIII
I Peter II Peter
187 103
2. Singular Variants i 33 (505^) 61 36 C34,9^)
3a. Affinity of the I ^ ^ . ^
Attested Vari�aits Alexandrian
* Alexandrian Alexandrian
3b. Closer to X or Bi B B B
4. Two Top Versions
in the list
sy
sy
ph
h
5. Two Top Patristio Eph
�Z>iters in the ; Thphyl
List
arm
01, Thphyl
Dam, Cyr
sa, vg
arm, sy*
Thphyl
Hler
6. Number of Shorter
Readings than T .R . � 24 63
20
7, Number of linger
Readings than T.R. 26 8
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GENERAL INTRODITCTION
Th� present voltxm� of the series "Papyrus Bodmer"
contains three biblical texts: the Epistle of JUde, the
two Epistles of Peter, the Psalms 33 and 34. They were
taken out of the same oodex of papyrus, copied probably in
Egypt in IlIrd century, and for the part which comprehends
the Psalms at the beginning of IVth century.
The most ancient manusoripts known until now which
transmit us the texts of Jud� and of Peter are, in th�
first place, the ^eat codices in uncials s th� Vatlcanus
(B) and the Sinai ticus ( X ) of IVth century, the Alexandrinus
(A) and the j^odex of Ephraeml (0) of Vth century, later th�
codex of Bezae (D) of Vth-VIth centiiries. Then other less
extensive and in most part lees ancient collections follow:
� (or 044) and S, of VIIIth�IXth centuries, K and L of
IXth, Pand 0142 of Xth century; only 048, which is found in
Rome, is moro anci^t, belonging to Vth centu3?y.
With o\ir papyrus, whose copy goes back to the Ilird
century, we thus possess now th� most venerable recension
of the Epistle of Jude and of Peter, and it is th� only one
existing in papyrus.
We notice these circumstances not only to ratify the
value of the Papyrus Bodmer VII and VIII, but also because
they have a significance in themselves. As to the rarity
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of th� wltn�sa�s in papyrus conoenning these �pistles, we
may imagine that they were, either muoh less known and read,
or even that their eanonioity was subject to doubt. It Is
not indifferent to remember that the Epistle of Jude was
not formally admitted into the canon of the New Testament
until 393 at the synod of Hippone, a decision confirmed in
397 at the synod of Carthage. But earlier, several eccle
siastical writers�Clement, Origen, Tertulllan�have men
tioned it. The fragment of Muratorl, which gives th� list
of th� works admittad in th� canon of th� Holy Scriptures in
th� Ilnd century, put the Splatl� of Jud� among th� writings
recognized J we do not know whether it mentions the two
Epistles of Peter.
The fact that we now possess these docuiaents in a
third century copy permits us not only to exmin� their
textual charaotar at that time, but it thus throws som� light
upon the history still obsour� of the biblical canon at that
high period.
Finally, we note that the only writings of th� N�w
Testament not yet attested on papyrus at th� moment in
which we ar� writing ar� the Epistles 2 and 3 of John, and
th� two Epistles to Timothy.
Th� texts which we publish here are not isolated,
but they ar� part of th� same collection, and constitute
a true anthology, with very divers� works. Wo hav� al-
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ready published the first of them: the Nativity of Mary
(Papyrus Bodmer V).
It is not evident, at first, that all these works
were formerly bound together} and when th� Nativity of Mary
was printed we were not yet sure. Indeed, the thread of
the binding has, to a great �xt�nt, disapp�ar�d, whioh
s�ttl�d th� matarial connaxion among the diverse quires of
papyrus whereby the oodex is formed; several sheets have
their margins ruined and ar� sinuous; the nixmeration of the
pages is not continuous} different copyists have worked in
the transcription of the works.
Therefore, observe how we have reconstructed th�
whole collection, and the order in which the works were
here copied. (It is necessary the more to indicate that,
for imperative technical reasons. It is impossible for us
to publish these different works following their original
order. )
Nativity of Mary
(Papyrus Bodmer
V)
Apocryphal corre
spondence of St,
Paul to the
Corinthians
Ode of Solomon
(11th)
Copyist Pagination
A A-M� 1-49
Connection Condition
of the Ms.
B N-CN2fl 50-�67]
certain
certain
B C NZ3 -a3�C 573 -62�
�error for2 a
( 61 ) certain
excellent
good, pages
isolated
same
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Spittle of Jude B wB-gH 62-68
Mel ito :
Homily on the
Passover
certain
A title on vers� of
SH; nev� numeration
of the pages of
the text [A 3- HP
[ l]-63
certain
same
excellent
lacks first
sheet
Fragment of
a hyam
Apology of
Phileas
A
C
SA 64
tinoertain
? ?
a page bears
the figures
PAE (vorso
PAS)
certain
excellent
fragmentary
Psalms 35
and 34
uncertain
good, pages
isolated
Epistles of Peter B new numeration J
CA3-ASC1 3-36
at th� �nd a
blank sheet of
covering
excellent
(first
pages a
little
ruined)
We are now certain that all these texts were part
of the same collection, and that they followed the order
indicated. Many times, a work begins on the same page
where another ends (Paul-Ode j Ode-JUde), or at least on
the same sheet in th� back { JUde-Mellto; Phileas-Psalm 35)}
the figures PAB(135) and PAS(136) which ar� read on a sheet
of the Apology of Phileas indicate well that the oodex was
very thick, and th�y correspond to th� number of pages whioh
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we can count previously {the sorlhe has made nevertheless,
it seems, a mistake of one sheet, as a mistake of one page
in the Ode was made�) The sure connection is lacking only
between the Hymn and the Apology of Phileas, and between the
Psalms and Epistles of Peter. But the copyist of Peter is
the same one who copied the Epistle of Jude etnd the Ode of
Solomon; afterwards, at the very end, there is a blank
sheet whioh was to serve as protection t it thus seems that
it was the last work copied in the collection. If this one
is counted, the total is about 180 pages or more, which is
considerable; we will know the precise number when the
Apology of Phileas is reconstituted.
By means of paleographic criteria, we have estab
lished that almost all works of this codex have been copied
in the IlIrd century. Cfely the Apology of Phileas and the
Psalms 33-34 were transcribed later, probably at the begin
ning of the IVth century. This Is confirmed by the tradi
tional date of the martyrdom of Phileas (about 304-307),
and by the fact that, in our collection, the connection can
be established neither between the Hymn and Phileas, nor
the Psalms and the Epistles of Peter. So we must conclude
that the gathering into one oolleotion of the diverse works
copied here has been executed In the IVth century.
Until then, these works must have existed in several
separate brochures, which were gathered in one thick book.
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This is beoause whole pages bear the visible trao� of two
needleworks? two holes at the top and two holes at th�
bottom for gathering in brochures, and tiiree holes spaced
for coffltoining them Into one book.
Notice further that th� f igur� SA at the top of th�
page of th� B^mx is not th� writing of the copyist of th�
Syian hi^jaelf 5 th� sam� happana with th� fig\ir@s PAE and PAE
in th� philaas. But three flgxires hav� resemblance with
�ach other; this could be the writing of the binder.
The contents of this anthology shows that th� book
was made by the 0hristians of Efeypt, probably under th�
order of a rich member of their oommmity, who intended it
for his own library. The m&ll sis� of th� oodex (about
15.5 cti, X 14.2 em.) indicates that it was mad� for private
usage rather than for th� reading in the church. We b�li�v�
that it is possible to add that, according to all probabil
ity, it was copied by Coptic scribes, and perhaps in th�
region of Th�b�s, W� will discuss this point more in detail
in th� specific introduction to the Epistles of Peter; we
are content to r�mark her� th� Indications labioh permit us
to �nunoiat� this hypothesis! the presence of a Coptic word
in margin of 2 P�t�r II, 22 (pag� 66) and th� frequent con
fusion of th� sounds k and g characteristic of th� Coptic
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of Th�b�s. W� will mention further that these Ohristians of
Egypt were not Gnostics, but that they belonged without
doubt to the great Church: the tenor of certain texts tran
scribed here, violently anti-gnostic, allows us this state
ment �
Perhaps It is not useless to add that we do not know
the origin of our manuscript. If its Egyptian origin does
not seem to raise any doubt, we do not know in which region
and at which time it was discovered. It lay in th� collec
tions of M, Martin Bodm�r for yoars, and it has certainly
passed through numerous intermediary hmids before ooming to
Geneva .
�
In closing, w� desir� to �xpross our d��p gratltud�
to Monsl�ur 1� Pastaur Gaorg Maldf�ld, of Boehum, who has
willingly r�ad over again our text and has given us very
valuable counsel*
W� hav� mad� �ffort to reproduo� th� t�xt of the
papyrus with all Its p�culiariti�s in our edition, Th�
critical apparatus has b��n �stablishad with th� aid of th�
editions of the lew Tsstamant of Hestle-Aland , Stuttgart
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1957, and of thfi Bible Soeiety, London 1958; for Psalms 55
and 34, ve employed the Psalmi eum Odis of A. Rahlfs,
Gbttingen 1931.
Some abbi^viations were utilized $
add means "addition** or "add**,
om means **oiais8ion** or "omit**,
transp is put for �?transposition".
The letters H� and K�, used sometimes, indicate the
continuation of th� manuscripts contained under gothic let
ters H and K of th� �dition N�stl�-Aland (s�� the footnot�
of pag� 15� of that �dition),
Ih th� notes, th� t�xts quoted b�for� th� col�n be
long to our cod�x. If they ar� und�rlin�d, our manuscript
only prassnts th� transcribed reading. � After th� colon,
the readings belong to the texts printed indicated on the
top, or to ceirtaln manuscripts, whose name we do not give.
� If we copy a text of our mantascript, followed by th� word
"with** and by names of other witnesses, this means that our
oodex attasts th� reading �qual to this h�r�, wh�r�as th�r�
Is a variant given by other documents.
In ordsr not to mak� a heavy critical apparatus, w�
have refrained from observing th� orthographic p�ouliarlti�s
of our toxts, on which w� say som� words in th� introductions.
PAFXRUS BODMER VII
The Splstle of Jud�
lianu�erlpt of th* IIDrd 0�ntix3?y
In our codex the Eplatle of JRido is not separated
from the work uriilch precedes it on th� same page, the Elev
enth Ode of Solomon, except by a single band of ornate ara
besques. Th� Epistl� oocupios th� n�xt six and a half pagas,
nuaib�r�d SB to SH, and th� last half of th� pag� SH Is blank.
Th� �nd of th� l�tt�r is si^allad by a framework, vertical
coHs and the same line of arabesques. Ih titl� and in colo
phon, we are able to read the words s lOTAA BriEIETOAH.
This part of th� codex is In good condition, although
the border of the pages is a little d�cadent, and the blank
margins in good part are mi as Ing. The text has not been
touched by the damag� �xcept at the bottom of page 3S where
th� first words of the note (the last line of the writing)
does not allow on� to see the top half of the letters. Not�
that each page is isolated, as if the original was a study
book, for between pages SE and 3S we find a small page of
parchment to protect the page of papyrus, wher� it passes
the thread of the binding. Inside of this, w� find a littl�
of th� thread, a strand of the fiber, and some grains of
black sand.
Ill
Th� writing ie a littl� irregular with th� l�tt�rs
apacad wide some plaeas and narrow in othars, and th� lines
ar� not always very straight. Th� l�tt�rs ar� not regular
style, as in the Nativity of Mary for exansple} w� sens� a
more current writing markad by th� p�rsonality of th� scribe*
Although �aeh l�tt�r is again isolated, we note a tendency
to unite two letters together, to write them without lift-
lag the pen (see particularly th� foxa* lines of pag� 3 B on
the piK>tographic copy).
We will sot� the singular fom of a in these writ
ings and the frequency with which it is connected to t^�
following l�tt�ri r�raarkabl� ar� th� haight of c�rtain t,
th� largoness of the vertical lin� of 0 and of 9, of the
second lin� of x? th� long lln� with which w� trac� th�
horiaontal lln� of t and of th� last lin� ofa and o
at th� �nd of the lin�, and th� affirm�d character of th�
lin� which d�l�t�s th� word TtetOTi (8�cond lin� from th�
bottom, on �i� photographic copy), and drawn ov�r th� last a
of th� page.
As in othar t�xts of this �od�x, w� find the abbre
viations considered sacred for th� words 6eoQ, Huptoj;,
i^aovQi XP^o-voQ^ TEaTTip, iiveuixa,in different cases of th�
d�cl�nsion. They writ� two or thr�� l�tt�rs of th�s�
words, with lin� ov�r them.
W� find in th� �pistl� som� othor proper nouns
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written in ftai| som� with lin� ov�r themj mixoctiq (p� 3� 1�
11)^, oth�rs without itj Ba^aan (p� 4, 1, 5), oth�rs with
lin� ov�r th� niddl�: ^� ^*
m ord�r to romov� miatak�� of transcription, th�
scrib� d�l�tos th� l�tt�r or th� word that is mistakan (p. 1,
1. 12), or h� puts a point or s�ri�s of points abov� (p, 4,
1* 14). That which is d�l�t�d is printed b�tw��n doubl�
brackats �
A lin� which appears abov� a vowal, always at th�
end of th� lin�, shows th� presence of an v after that vow
el. This last abbreviation is frequent.
As to th� orthography of this �pistl�, w� not� tbat
th� copyist writes arbitrarily et instaad of u, or i la
st�ad of et,; 8 instaad of ai, and loor� rarely at instead
of e. He mak�� a note on two words of distance netoxt and
TtetOTet (p. 1, 1. 12 and 13), h� writ�8 aet6etotQ inst�ad
of atStotQ (p. 2, 1. 16-17)} w� r�ad ypatptv instead of
Ypacpetv (p. 1, 1* 8); he gives nake instead of mXat
(p. 2, 1. 1), ByvTiTou instead of Atywcou (p. 2, 1. 9),
and avvHo6o^�ta8at instead of avotHo6o(j.eta0e.
W� find also a u instead of th� group ot; w6aotv
instead of otSaatv (p. 3, 1. 18). Th� confusion b�twe�n
^hls happens always in the introductions of Idi�
manusoripta pagas, Indicatad between parenthesss on th� top
of th� t�xt .
mo and 0) ia loor� para {aTco6Ki)pt^ovTe instead of aito6i,opt-
^ovTE, p* 6, !� 4).
Note again an ortliographio peculiarity s the consonants
whiqh imd to be duplicated are generally written only oncej
for example, in p. 2, 1. 1*2, w� read YEYpaiievoi instead of
YSTpaji^evot . There Is one exception to this for the words
with double y; th� first on� is pronounced differently from
th� second, for �xampl� (xyyeXoc, (p* 2, 1* 12),
As a character ia tic sign, not� tai� preseno� of th�
dier�8is abov� k and �Brployed without precis� rule,
�xc�pt p�rhfi^s th� pr�s�nc� of other vowels in the Immedl-
at� n�ighbourhood . Examples: lovba (p, 1, !� 1 and 2),
xal* (p, 4, 1. 5), ufiiQ (p* 6, !� 5-6, without any vowel
in th� proximity). Th� copyist employs th� apostrophe to
��parate th� two y (oy 'ysXinv^ p. 5, 1. 6) or on� from another
guttural { VTiepoY'xa, p. 5, 1. 12; eXcy p. 5, 1. 7).
Th� text of oup manuscript is remarkably clos� to
th� cont�nt of th� other manuscripts, and th� readings
which ar� characteristic of it ar� inor� rare, W� not� in
vara� 5 the chang� of verbal tens� in th� expression
TioiT^aaixevoQ xov ypocvGlv; in vers� 5 we find the term �eoQ
XpuoTOQ, although other texts present many variable deslg*
nations: nupoiQ, 6�oc;,or It)Oovq; furthermore, in verse 14,
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we reads ev aytcov ayyeXwy lauptaatv, which is an explana
tion of the habitual reading: ev aytatq ^upuaaiv auTou.
Beginning from verse 20, the variants ar� interesting to
stress: th� substance of the text is identical with that of
other manusoripts, but it is �xpr�ssed in a slightly diff�r-
�nt way, sometimes supported by very ancient witn�ss�s; th�r�
ar� some diff�r�nt words (eauTwv in8t�ad of ujiwv, avuHo6o^iel,Q-
0e instaad of GTtoiHo6o}aouvTeQ, �to.) and th� ordor of th�
words is not th� sam�. V�rs� 25 pr�s�nts a charactaristic
fowmilation, �tt�st�d, it is interesting to not�, by th�
Vetus Latina and by Tartxailanj the text of this verse is
�qually shorter than In th� othor Gr��k manuscripts.
To our manuscript of th� Ipistl� of Jud�, w� hav�
glv�n th� number P*'� of the official list of th� Hew Testa
ment papyrus.
PAFYRUS BODIffiR VIII
The Two Epistles of Peter
Majtmsoript of the Ilird Oentu3?y
Th� two Epistles of P�t�r are th� last works oopi�d
in our ood�3c, as the blank pag� for proteotlon which is
found at th� �nd t�stifi�s. For those letters, th� acrlb�
began to us� n�w numb�ring of pages, as h� had already don�
twic� b�for� in th� collection, and our �pistles occupy then
th� pagaa A-AS (1-36) of th� third s�ri�B of figures.
Apart from th� first shaet ifeioh is a littl� damged,
torn at th� top with its edge ragged, this part of anthol
ogy is in good condition. But th� second gh��t is better
than th� first. How�v�r, th� borders ar� a littl� out off.
B�glimlng with th� third 8h��t, th� borders are almost
whole, but th� �xt�rior comer at th� top lacks again on
some sheets. In th� folio IT-IA, th� �xt�rior border is
damagad. In sevaral plaoas, th� manuscript bears signs of
ancient repair? th� pi�c�8 of papyrus have b��n pasted in
ord�r to r�inforoe th� weak places.
This part of the oodex was mad� of two quires of
four sh��ts of papymis folded in two, which makes two quires
of eight sh��t8, or thirty-two pages} and then th�r� com�
two quires of singl� sh��t folded, that is, two tlmas two
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sheets or four pages. In the center of �ach quire, ther� is
fotjnd a little hand of reinforcement in parchment. W� not�
that th� writing of th� first �pistl� b�gins on th� s�cond
sh��t of th� first quir�, and that before it, ther� is to be
foimd a she�t, disappaared at present, with another writing
(parhaps of Psalms, or a title).
Thread of bookbinding still exists In partj for �x-
aii5)l�, th� sh��ts of th� s�cond quir� ar� bound tog�th�r by
a knot of thraad, and another knot of thraad binds th� second
and third quir�.
Th� writing of th� E?pistl�s of P�t�r Is th� sam� as
that of th� l�tt�r of JUd�, th� sam� scrib� has copiad both
works; w� will not r�peat thus th� d�scription of this
writing. �On th� first pag�, w� not� that th� tracing of
certain charactars hav� b��n reinforced in antiquity by a
second scribe on th� places which seemued very pale (see the
photograph ) .
The titl� of th� works copied is read very distinct
ly at th� beginning and at the �nd of th� t�xts nETPOY Eni-
LTOAH A* orB*. Having finished th� �pistl�, th� scrib� does
not forg�t th� formula: eupTjVTi tod ypa^wi nai too avaytvoKy-
HovTLs framed by littl� dasigns.
Th� aspact of cartain pages surprises a littl�. W�
find, in ti^ first �pistl�, pagas which hav� from 17 to 19
lin�s and mor� fr�quently 17. In the second, the number of
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th� lines Increases i some pages with 17, 18, frequently 19
and twice 80 lines, and suddenly, without apparent reason,
one page with 14 lines. Has this sheet or th� two sheets of
the third quire b��n r�mad�, and has the copyist couipacted
in th� b�ginning his t�xt on th� preceding pages and thus
fo\md himsolf facing a larg� blank spao�?
W� not� also that th� scrib� l�av�s largar or siaall�r
blank spaces in the lines (p. 14, 1. 9-10} p. 16, 1. 3} p. 18,
1. 4 etc.).
Th� habits of the copyist have not changed in pass
ing from on� docum�nt to anothar. So w� find for th� sacred
nouns th� custoaary contractions of th� words 0eo�;, mTT)p,
Hvpioq, I"naov^, xpi'C^'POQ* ixveu^a, with th� ending which the
d�ol�n8ion claims. Th� scribe writes th� initial of tto� word,
on� or two letters utoich ar� �uffici�nt to identify it, and
a line which com�s ov�r it. For th� same word, the abbrevi
ation may vary: Cp� 3, 1. 13), tuvT and tTvtT (p. 13,
1. 8). One� or twic� h� has written by mistak� th� entir�
noun, and h� has �ven drawn a line over its Oeco (p. 7,
1. 6), HupTou (p. 31, 1. 16). Soiae words which w� find
written in full hav� been sometimes abbreviated herejev 5u|j,t
(p. 2, 1. 1), the adjective tcvotTkoq (p. 7, 1. 8, 10).
We find certain proper noms in this� �pistl�s, be
ing unknown to th� author in th� b�ginning, and th� geo
graphic designations of address in the first �pistl�. C�r-
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tain onaa. Ilka Sappa, Appaaii (P* 1S| 1. 14), CP� 3.5,
!� 11), ar� laarkad also with a short lin� over th�m, which
doos not cover them �ntlrely; but awt' (P� i� ^'^)
Tollowod by an apostrophe. In th� sam� way BaXaa|i� ^"^^
Booop' (p. 30, 1, IS).
Th� �rrors of copying ar� indicated by a dot over th�
mistaken lett�rs* lh�n he can, th� scrib� @v�n �rasss th�m.
An �r&aed word, but still r�adabl�, is found in p. 15, 1. 6
(prlnt�d b�tw��n doubl� brackets). The first word of p. 20,
1. 15 has th� first four l�tt�rs m^k�d with dots, and th�
last a �rasad; avrLTaoaeCoDTat,
Th� orthography of th�s� �pistl�s is similar to that
of th� Epistl� of Jud�. We repeat briefly that th� copyist
eaaploy� st instaad of i and t instead of et. K� writos
apTEfc (p# 2, 1. 13*14), TCSpet (p. 3, !� 3), xeiQ (p. 10,
1, 7), inst�ad of apTt, Tcept, xtQ^ eixet0u^e tatQ (p. 4,
1, 6) instead of eniBv\iiaiQ, uetOTei-v (p. 5, 1. 12) instead
of TiuaTtv. For contrary examples, w� r@ad 6t. Instead of
6ei. Cp. 34, 1. 14), 6iaQ instead of OeiaQ (p* 23, 1. 8)
along with the word written in th� usual way (p. 23, 1. 15),
StYM-*^ instead of SsbYl^cx (p� 28, 1. 15).
Th� scribe writes also e instead of ai and at in-
stead of e (this last case is mor� rare)? he Instead of
Hat (p* 4, 1, 11), e instead of th� article at Cp. 11, 1*
15), pe$eav instead of gepatav (p. 24, 1. 17). Th� con-
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traop^ �xan9>lea ar� mor� raras xapTixat Instead of xapexe
Cp. 18, 1, 11), aoTtaaaaeat Instead of aorcaa^eee tP� 22,
1. 8).
W� find som�tlm�s t) lnst�ad of t and instead oft):
TjfiaTiuJv: instaad of tfiaTtwv (p� 12, 1. 6), kx^Pwtou in-
st�ad of Hiponrou (p. 15, 1. 12). The exainple of instead
of Ti is a little pee-uliar, hecaus� for th� word xprioxcQ
th� scrib� has only writ tan ^pq" (p. 7, !� 2) and h� prob
ably had undarstood "CSiplst*'.
Raraly, w� find writt�n g,, instead of x); naaei In-^
atead of 7taa^^ (p. 4, 1. 9)? and t) instead of en sTieiyviaar]
instaad ot eniyvtuaei (p. 85, 1, 7).
The 9XBmplea of int�rchang�s , ot for u and u for �t,
ar� mor� fr�qu�nti oi|j.et,v inst�ad of vfiiv (p. 7, 1. 15-16),
TOLUOL inst�ad of tuuol (p� 20, 1. 6); u instead of an
articl� oL (p. 3, 1. 3), oxuxta inst�ad of axoLxetoc Cp� 34,
1. 9), evKaxvMwv instaad of evKaxoLKwv (p* 29, 1. 2).
Hot� again that o is somatimes written for ta: ^otiq
instead of C^^iQ ^* Hanoawv instead otm-Htaaoiv
(p� 14, 1. 6).
As a characteristic sign, th� copyist has put over
th� vowels, without precise rul�, th� dleresis, doubtlessly
to indicate th� pr�senc� of th� oth�r vowels In th� near
naighboiarhood : al' v- (p. 25, 1. 6i at* � asL).
To separate two similar letters, h� puts an apostro-
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ph�. ExapBtpless between double e (p, 25, 1. 16), doublet)
(p. 30, 1, 3), double Y (p. Se, 1. 7), double \ (p. 20, 1.
S� 4, 6), double a (p. 31, 1. 8), double t (p. 31, 1. 13,
18) a Y followed by a guttural y'h (p. 31, 1. 6).
Lastly tlio scribe has put a certain number of breath
ings on the vowels, llhey all have th� form of a little
seifli-circl� oponod toward l�ft, followed by a horizontal
lino quit� long on th� right, Mor� often they are in th�
place of a rough breathing of th� classical Greek, and
som�tim�s, without changing its form, in the place of a
smootda breathing. They have been put sometimes �ven in th�
middl� of th� word: suooSoq (p. 25, 1. 3), auveuw'xov^evot
(p, 30, 1. 6).
Ther� is no sign of pxmotuation in the text. We
find soBwtimes a point, but it is probably due to th�
scribe who has carelessly rested his pen there . Examples;
aXXriXouQ* (p. 17, 1. 13), aYaeoTcolwv (p, 9, 1, 10),
The examination of th� consonants permits us to mak�
9am& �qually lnt�r�sting observations, W� call attention
at first to th� fact that they hav� often v.ritten only on�
consonant, wh�n they normally should hav� doubled it:
KaTia&OKS tat; instead of KaTt7ca6oHi.aQ (p, 1, 1,4); at other
times, the consonants arc �rroneously doubled*, jiaXXtoxa
instead of \LaXioxa (p, 2'j, 1, 8),
W� observ� a C P^t in the plac� of 6, in the word
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au6cx^et(; tnotaad of avea6ewQ (p. 29, 1. 12), and w� not�
also In it a 6 put in th� plac� of 9; and a ^ instaad of a
in yoYvCviou instead of yoYyua^ou (p. 17, 1. 15),
W� perceive in th� pronunciation of the scrib� that
w� should not always construct th� assiiailation of v bafor�
a. It is b�caus� w� r�ad, for �xampl�, ouvoxT)|iaTLr,0!ievoi
(p. 4, 1, 4-5). Also h� do�s not like th� assimilation of
the V befor� n: avvnaQei instead of oviL-siaQ&iq (p. 13, 1,
8). On th� contrary, h� mak�s a % disappear in th� ^ of
the word . aupoaco7coXT]|j,Ta)(; (p. 4, 1. 12).
The copyist has another difficulty; it is to tran
scribe the Y nasal befor� a guttural. He writes h or v
b�fore another h; avevenxxxt instead of aveveyKat (p� 7,
1. 9) jevxo|iPw0aa8e (p. 20, 1� 13 )� Befor� ay and a x,
h� transcribes this sound with vs e^avyei,Xr]xe (p< 8, 1.
8), evo-rtXayxvoi Cp� 13, 1. 9).
As to the remaining, it appears to xis that th� scrib�
mast hav� had som� difficulty making a dlffareaac� b�twe�n
th� sounds k and g. H� has written, for �xampl�, aveyXaXirro)
(p. 2, 1, 15) in8t�ad of avewXaXiiTa). The term smXektoc;
is written In three different ways: eKXeKTotg (p� 1> 1� 1)#
eyXexTov (p. 8, 1. S) and ekyXsktov (p. 7, 1, 6). Another
sign of this difficulty is found in certain words with a
mistaken h whioh has b��n marked with a dot to annul it,
followad by ay: euXoKyouvireQ (p. 13, 1. 12), Hyvwatv
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(p. 24, 1. 3), SteHYetptv (p� 25, 1. 11),
m th� word oLVOcppuK�Lc:i(; (p. 16, 1� 14) th�r� ar�
two confusions: of thaw put Instead of of th� p Instaad
of \, Th� correct word would b� otvocpXnyiauQ.
In a parsonal communloation which h� wanted to ad-
drass to m�, and for which I thank hi�, th� pastor R. Kassar,
th� specialist who deals with th� Coptic manuscripts of th�
Bodnwr Library, gav� m� th� following information: it is a
Coptic charactaristic to confuse Idti� sounds g and k also
the r�s and th� l�s, ^t this ph�nom�non is v�ry localized,
and it is fotmd only anwng th� scribes of th� region of
Th�b�s,"'' The papyrus Bodmar �1, itilch contains th� Book
of th� Prov�rbs, in a very characteristic Coptic dialect,
makes regularly this confusion, to th� �xt�nt that in th�
Coptic words th� usage of th� g is totally omitted, but not
in th� t�rms of th� original Gr��k*
Our papyrus s��ms to us to pr�s�nt a beginning of
contamination of th� #f��k words th�ms�lv�s, becaua� of
this habit of th� Coptic scribes of Thebes in replacing th�
Y<s for the >*s. Our copyist writos naturally a and h�
has to mak� an �ffort and to correct himself, to r��0stab-
11sh th� Y the exact orthography,
Th�r�for�, w� think that this gives v& a clear clu�
Sa� P. E. Kahl�: Bala�i�ah, I, p, 147, jDondon 1954.
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to ddtexnolne the place where our codex was laades It would
be at Thebes, and by a Coptic scribe. � See other Indica
tions whioh seem to confirm this hypothesis.
The epistles of Peter in this oodex ar� accompanied
by subtitlas in th� margins, and th�s� subtitles ar� v�ry
(diaractarlstlc : nepi ayeuoauvT) (p. 4), Tcept BavaToi; ev
aapHt Kat ^toonotou Hcct aHewXetaiaevoiQ (p. 16), nepi. xpv
TtaOoQ ev oapKL (p. 16). As w� s��, th�s� subtitl�s have
probably not b��n ecmpoa&6. by a man of Graek languag�,
becaua� the term which follows th� pr�position %epi is not
put in th� cas� r�quir�d. It is, w� b�llev�, a Coptic man,
who takes th� words as he finds them in th� t�xt in ord�r
to mak� thair subtitlss.
Th�r� is in 'Kb* margin of page 32 th� Coptic word
n\xei which s^ans "the authentic on�**^, and whioh is only a
sign to call attention, being attached to a\r|8ou (line
5). Besides, on pag� 29, w� find that word opaoiQ which
has a Greek appeai�ano�, but which may b� �qually Coptic,
and put her� to �x^slain th� �xpr�8sion pXe|j,p,aTL of th�
t�xt. A Coptic man thus has written this word to clarify
Th� form n\iei is irregular in Coptic, m Sahidic,
p,e would b� preo�d�d by th� artiel� tt, that is, %\xsi in
Bohairie, or Fayoumic, |iet would b� pr�c�d�d by 9, b�caus�
th� 7c is changed into 9 befor� X, |i, p, in th�s� dia
lects. Curious coincideno�: th� papyrus Bodm�r III
(Gospol of John, and G�n�sis. In special Bohairie) presents
th� sam� general characteristics.
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hla Greek text, and this Coptio man seems to be the scribe
ha� made the copy.
The text of these two epistles of Peter is very close
to th� content of th� othor laanuscrlpts �
Two io^ortant variants must b� not�d: the abs�nc�
of th� last phrase of th� first �pistl� i eipr]vr) vp.iv naoiv
TotQ ev XP tOTv ,which boar othar witn�ss�s (1, V, 14 b).
At tbs bsginning of tlM� second �pistl�, our manuscript
writas the nam� of th� author wildci th� writing Etiiwv (with
B, 53, 69, vg), 1^11� th� others bear 2u|j,ea)v (p. 23, 1. 2j
2, I, 1)� W� will also mention th� addition, supported by
othor manuscripts, of the word JtaOapaQ (p. 5, 1. 17) in th�
�xpr�ssioneM waQapaq HOipbiac, (1, I, 22 )�
The other variants of th� t�xt seom to b� rather
accidents or inadv�rt�nc�s of th� scribe: for �xampl�, w�
r�ad Xpv instead of 6eov (p� 14, 1* 11 j 1, III, 15), and
it is a quastlon of th� writer Ilk� \Lap%vc, tojv ttov Bu
TCaGTiKLaTOGv (p. 19, 1. 15 5 1, V, 1), when tlie word xpu is
only convenient.
W� not� also th� words �mployod instead of others j
ayvouav inst�ad ofayvdoauav (p. 9, 1. 13} 1, II, 15),
^poLXeiov instead of oXiywv (p. 22, 1. 2-3; 1, T, 12 )j th�
changes of varbal t�ns�s: Tipoeyvwoa^xevou instoad of npo-
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eYvwofAEvou (p. 5, 1, 6: 1, I, 20),
eTtoTiTEuaavTeQ (p. 12, 1. 203: 1, III, 2), navaaaQai instead
navaaTco (p. 13, 1, 16: 1, III, 10) �to.j Inversions of
Words in the phrases; MaXT)v exovteq instead of exovteq
KaXT]\f Cp. 9, 1. 1: 1, II, 12), Appaap. unEKOuoev instead
of uTiewouaev APpoux{i (p. 12, 1, 14: 1, III, 6).
A striking thing, but whioh we Eiust not wonder at
after what we have said about th� probable origin of our co
dex, ia that it inanifeste the accordance with th� Bohairie
version, just as the notes will indioate, as also with th�
Syriae version, and th� manuscript B (?aticunus), abov� all
ixi th� s�cond epistle.
Th� r�construct ion of the last lin� of pag�s A and B
d�s�rv�s our notice. Of these lines, only the upper half
of some l�tt�rs is visible; th� part of th� t�xt re-estab
lished, but invisible on th� codex, is found b�tw��n brack-
�ts. On th� page A, th� words r�construct�d form a lin� of
twonty l�tt�rs, when the other lines of th� page pr�s�nt from
21 to 24 l�tters. in order to hav� a longer lin�, w� should
perhaps add th� ward to befor� oupavoiQ, as w� indicate
it in not�. For th� same reason, on th� pag� B, w� should
probably conjectur� th� pr�s�nc� of th� word v\ioiv at th�
end of th� lin�: without it, th� lin� has only 20 letters,
when th� other lines of the pag� hav� from 22 to 25. But
would this last lln� of th� two pages perhaps b� shorter?
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tn th� official list of th� H�w T�8tam�nt papyrus,
th� Epistl� of Poter of th� Papyrus Bodiaar VIII b�ar th�
mj2ab�r f^^, like th� Epistle of Jtid� (Papyrus Bodmer VII)*
